
Hello NextGames Team, my name is Shaun Feeney, screen

name is Feenix and here is my Dream Challenge contest

submission.

This is the Overview of my map and written details of how to

build the chapters.

The Overall Name is called, 'The Road to Rick Grimes.' I

created 3 Chapters or Parts is what I call them on the map. In

all honesty it is difficult to determine how long to make a

Chapter so that it is not to long (on paper), but I did my best. I

have given a lot of thought and quite a few hours of work to

put this together. Perhaps my map needs to be broken into

smaller pieces?

I created all three Chapters on one map as part of a series

rather than draw up three maps, because I wanted them to

flow into the next. I will provide written details for all three

Chapters of course. Not sure if this will count as one or three

or what.

The ultimate goal is to save Rick Grimes, but along the

way the survivors will run into traps, bombs, rescues and

more walkers they can handle. Rick Grimes is the key to

finding the answers to all their questions. Help is on the way

Rick , so hang in there bud! I want Chapter difficulty to

increase with 1 being the easiest and 3 the hardest. One

request I have is a helicopter on a helipad, actually two of my



Chapters have helicopter on a helipad. They will need to be

able to explode like the tanks. If not helicopters, tanks will

have to do.

Some of the aerial photos on the map are actual photos I

took with of my neighborhood using my Mavic Pro drone from

about 150 feet up. I cropped the images and shrunk them

down to fit on the map I created. Zoom in on the map file to

see the detail I have included. I will also give as much detail

possible in written form. I expect to some degree the team to

"fill in" some of the background scenery.

Chapter 1 "Big Bad Bomb Go Boom, You Feel Me?!"

Chapter 1

Difficulty: Varies

Objective: Open all the boxes

Mission Cost: ?

Mission Reward: 50000 XP

Special Enemies: Tank Walkers, Fast Walkers,

Meatlhead Walkers, Spiked Walkers, Armored

Walkers



Chapter 1 'The Freckled Fist' you will start with

Michonne, Daryl and Carol. The level they start is up to you. I

expect at least level 10. It is difficult for me to know what

level would work best. I visualize this Chapter to be similar to

the Chapter missions you currently have available in the app. I

want it hard enough to be a challenge. Their goal is to open

different items and reach the exit. Playing these Chapters for

the first time will be a big surprise for sure.

I hope your team can create what I want using the map

and ad lib as needed to create the Chapters in a format, with

familiar and unfamiliar game AI and scenery to the game. I

really like Chapter 15, Board 4, "All Hell Breaks Loose." I

would like for you to mimic the scenery (from this board )

with the rows of trucks and several tires to unlock for my

Chapter 1 mission. Please also use the map I created to use as

a guide. You can give the Survivors 4 turns and spawn 6-8

Normal Walkers from the starting point after the end of the 4

turns.

Before the characters move, Daryl will start off saying

"okay kids let's get to it, no time to waste, we have no clue

what lies ahead." Carol will respond, "you have a way with

words I just adore." Michonne's response, "okay if ya'll are



done with the chit chat, I suggest we move out, but take it

slow and easy, looks like a treacherous path."

There is a building on the right and obstacles on the left

of the map. Players must move forward to unlock the boxes or

crates. After the first turn, have 8 Normal Walkers appear

randomly. As you see on the map there are several random

obstacles (like the rows of junk cars and trucks with crates and

bushes). To the upper left in the corner is a small box to open

(1 turn to open). Before going across the bridge two boxes

must be opened. To the right of the bridge heading northeast

there will be a large box that must be opened and it is

guarded by 10 Normal Walkers and one Armored Walker.

The bridge can be seen as the player moves north. I want

a trip wire across the bridge and it is unavoidable unless the

survivor is able to draw a walker onto the wire and avoid the

blast. You may have to make the trip wire extend out a bit

from the bridge for any chance of using a walker to trip the

wire. If the survivor trips the wire there will be damage,

maybe 10-20% of total health? If other survivors or walkers

are near enough they will get damage as well. If a walker trips

the wire and a survivor is near they will get damage. You can

make the bridge partially destroyed. This will make it even

more challenging to get across with a narrower escape path.



With the end of each of the 4 turns, 6-8 Normal Walkers will

spawn.

Before crossing the bridge and tripping the wire, Carol

says, "something does not look right, proceed with caution."

Daryl responds, "ayay captain." After crossing the bridge over

Bloody River, there will be two Armored Walkers waiting,

level dependent on start level of survivors. Walker levels can

possibly be higher than the survivors to make it interesting,

but not impossible.

After crossing the bridge a Hospital to the east (I used

screenshot from home base in the game app for some of the

pieces on the map) and helicopter to the north and

abandoned cars to the northwest. As they approach the

Helicopter, Daryl will say, " well lookie there, we have found

our ride out of here!" Michonne, replies, "hopefully we can

find the pilot." Carol chimes in, "keep your eyes moving, I am

getting a bad feeling."

One of the cars has a trunk to open. There will be 1 Tank

Walker appear after opening the trunk. The level of the Tank

is at your discretion. There is a large box just beyond the

trunk. I added another land mine near the exit behind an

obstacle, with two Armored Walkers lurking nearby the

obstacles and helicopter. There are also 2 Fast Walkers near

the west side of the exit. Further to the East is a small box to



open (1 turn). There is one explosive barrel (to help damage

the walkers) in the corner and 2 Armored Walkers are waiting.

Once the last box is opened, I want qty 1 Metal Head Walker

to appear nearby.

Whichever character opens the last item they will say, "I

heard a clicking noise but it didn't do %$#@! to help our

cause!" One of the other characters will say, "I wouldn't be

surprised there is a trap along the way". Once the last item is

opened, the helicopter will catch fire and explode causing

damage to anything near it (use your discretion on level of

Metal Head and how much damage to give to anything close

enough to explosion). After the explosion, Daryl will say,

"looks like our ride outta here is lost, keep moving."

Before they can exit, they have a gate in between the

buses that takes 3 turns to open. Normal Walkers will

continue to increase in numbers and level after the helicopter

explodes.

Chapter 2 'Live for the Future, Don't Die Now!'

Difficulty: Varies

Mission Cost: ?



Objective: Kill all the Walkers and rescue Father

Gabriel (must open all boxes)

Mission Reward: 60000 XP

Special Enemies: Whisperers, Spiked Walkers,

Explosive Walkers

Chapter 2 starts with Michonne, Daryl and Carol. The

Whisperers have taken over the Council and Father Gabriel is

prisoner. The goal is for them to reach the Council and rescue

Father Gabriel. I want it hard enough to be a challenge.

Daryl will start out by saying, "We need to group

together, and keep a steady pace or we might be walker's

buffet." Michonne, responds, "It's a good thing our appetite

for the truth is strong." Carol, says, "hopefully just a little

further and Father Gabriel will give us answers we seek."

You can give the Survivors 4 turns and spawn 6-8 Normal

Walkers from the starting point after the end of the 1st 4

turns. I would like the starting view for Chapter 2 to have the

scenery as the screenshot on the map (electrical wires, cars

going over streets) Should resemble a neighborhood type

setting.

They will start out and see train tracks to the North, land

mines to the East and North with an old house and a car trunk



to open to the West. Spaced out evenly, near the trunk, place

15 Normal Walkers. If possible, add a couple walker pits as

shown on the map. Open large box in upper West corner of

map. Route goes back South and then Northwest to open a

small box. 2 Spiked Walkers will be lurking nearby after

opening that box. There is an explosive barrel near the Spiked

Walkers to help the Survivors. Inside the neighborhood near

the Council there will be three Whisperers, One Alpha, One

Beta and One Random. View the map for placement of

walkers and details. It does not matter the order in which the

items are opened. Only the

There is one door for the Council (RV) on the map that

takes 3 turns to open. Opening this door will rescue Father

Gabriel. Once Father is rescued, he becomes part of the team,

but use AI to automatically move him and give him the ability

to strike the enemies on the way to the exit to help the other

Survivors.

The Exit is back to the South indicated on the Map.

The exit block will light up once Father Gabriel is rescued. The

exit block only has to hold 4 characters and before the group

can exit, they will have to face 2 Explosive Walkers.



Chapter 3 'Dreams Really Do Come True!'

Difficulty: Varies

Mission Cost: ?

Objective: Kill all the Walkers, Diffuse the Bomb

that will Destroy the Helicopter and rescue Rick

Grimes (must open all boxes)

Mission Reward: 100000 XP

Special Enemies: Goo Walkers, Human Enemies,

Explosive Walkers, Spiked Walkers

Chapter 3 The player can choose from his own list of

Survivors for this Chapter. The scenery design is indicated on

the map (legend). Make difficulty level and walker levels

adjust higher or lower depending on players Survivors.

The first three boxes that are opened will turn off one of

the switches fused to the bomb on the helicopter. When the

helicopter bomb is diffused, Daryl will say, "now lets' find Rick

and get the hell out of here." Once the last box is open, the

Exit Block will light up. When the last box is opened, Rick will

be free. Daryl will say, "it took a lot longer than we hoped,

glad to see you're okay. We left a trail of deads and we saved



the helicopter." Rick responds, "Sounds like you came out

ahead...I never thought I would see your scruffy face again."

Michonne chimes in, "The kids are safe, let's get you back

home." Carol says, " we have more questions than answers,

we want to know everything you learned."








